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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
On October 8, 2015, in Toronto, the Canadian Urban Forum convened 125 representatives from the private, public, 
social enterprise and academic sectors to develop the agenda for achieving INVE$TABLE CITIES. This document 
summarizes the CORE THEMES that came out of the discussions and will be incorporated into an ACTION PLAN for 
creating some of the necessary public and private changes in Canada moving forward. 

The CORE THEMES that came out of the forum centred on how to create useful, functional and productive 
infrastructure. The forum identified that creating an optimal investment environment in Canadian cities will require: 
changing to a high productivity, low carbon society; developing solutions that focus more on the needs of people; 
adopting a more comprehensive approach to urban infrastructure; getting better at having evidence, not politics, 
inform investment decisions, infusing certainty into city building processes; and changing how individuals think 
about money. Making these shifts will require a focus on collaboration and communication within, and between, 
public, private and social enterprise sectors. 

Moving forward, the ACTION PLAN is to work with a broad range of stakeholders in urban issues to create activities 
towards the desired outcomes in 2016 for governance, infrastructure, investment and urban policy ideas generated 
by the forum. This will be accomplished by offering opportunities to further share thought leadership by building 
support for:  

• creating a common vocabulary to bridge the multiple sectors and enterprises involved in creating the 
Investable City paradigm; 

• integrating planning approaches; 
• developing collaboration capacity; and  
• building value literacy into procurement processes.  

We welcome your feedback and engagement as we build the discussion points and agenda for the Canadian Urban 
Forum in 2016. 

Peter Halsall      Todd Latham 
Executive Director, Canadian Urban Institute  Founder, ReNew Canada magazine 
T. 416-365-0816 ext. 233     T. 416-444-5842 ext. 111 
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2. CORE THEMES 
2.1 INVESTING IN PRODUCTIVITY 
Cities need to focus on supporting high productivity and low carbon. Minister of Environment and Climate 
Change Glen Murray opened the forum with a call to action for increasing Canada’s productivity in natural capital, 
carbon and technology. We should take inspiration from what is being achieved in these areas by leading countries 
like Germany. Cities are going to drive this change to a high productivity, low carbon society. It will require a shift 
in thinking from lowest initial cost to highest life cycle value. Michael Sutherland pointed out that despite a small 
population and huge geography, Canada’s past generations built two transcontinental railways, Hydro-Québec and 
Ontario Hydro. He stated that the nation’s significant intellectual, financial and technical capacity is not being 
applied to deliver on these nation-building ideas. He believes changing this will require giving the market the space 
to generate productivity.  

2.2 PUT PEOPLE FIRST 

Let the people drive priorities. Working out of Hong Kong, Dr. Anne Kerr explained that listening to people and 
focusing on their real needs without being paralyzed by public opinion is the key to long-term, visionary planning. 
She described how this approach and the “power of partnerships” led to the investments required for Hong Kong’s 
new airport and the transit system, which used funding from real estate value creation. Michael Fenn echoed this 
sentiment, suggesting it’s important to “ask the public what is needed and which priorities are paramount.” 
Although it seems that this should be common practice, speakers indicated that citizens are rarely effectively 
engaged in the decision-making process. Dr. Mike Moffat found that individuals and businesses were surprised and 
appreciative when he asked for their input to his work on addressing the bottlenecks to urban growth in midsized 
cities. No one had effectively consulted them before. Similarly, Robert Howald described how Canada Lands 
Corporation is consulting and working with First Nations to redevelop sites as joint venture partners.  

2.3 INFRASTRUCTURE AS A COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT 

The definition of what constitutes infrastructure is transforming. While traditionally infrastructure includes 
physical construction like buildings, roads, railways and utilities, cities increasingly recognize that natural systems 
and social constructs are core infrastructure for successful cities. Incorporating this more comprehensive concept for 
infrastructure will require significant change. In Hamilton, Mayor Eisenberger explained how “art is the new steel,” 
as Hamilton has embraced the creative economy to fill the void left by the steel industry downturn.  

Andy Manahan commented that integrating all aspects of infrastructure into a project is how to achieve the full 
value. He gave the TTC’s Spadina Line extension as a lesson in lost opportunity, with architectural standalone 
stations creating no density uplift. The opportunity to learn from Hong Kong was not taken, and he expects the 
stations to require retrofitting early in their lifespan. John Filipetti described how a comprehensive policy framework 
would have avoided development of the north Yonge corridor in Toronto leapfrogging large transit investment.  

2.4 DECISIONS BASED ON FACTS 

Use facts and evidence to guide the way. Dr. Anne Kerr emphasized that to ensure that built projects truly 
represent an investment requires decisions to be based on facts and business cases. By focusing on facts to determine 
priorities, decisions based on politics can be minimized. This can also work to help prevent “not in my backyard” 
impulses from derailing the process. Michael Sutherland suggested the example of GO Transit, which has largely 
stayed away from political debates and has focused on peak needs of the consumer.  

Dr. Kerr explained that using international best practice examples were core to developing Hong Kong planning’s 
integrated planning. Andy Broderick recommended “reverse engineering” global practices to understand how they 
do or do not apply to the local conditions.  
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Michael Snow outlined why it also important to evaluate failures to avoid repeating them. Dr. Kerr described the 
biggest barrier to this as the “blame culture” that focuses on defining “who will get blamed if things go wrong” and 
creates a climate where failures are not acknowledged. Michael Fenn summed it up well by saying “good investment 
decisions in infrastructure will last generations but bad decisions will haunt us for decades.” 

Changing the mindset of money can improve the ability to fund city building. As illustrated by Dr. Michael 
Goldberg, in North America taxes are framed as negative, whereas Denmark, which has significantly higher taxes, 
continually outperforms the United States on key success metrics like unemployment rate and growth. He also 
pointed out a disconnect between the popular characterization of taxes and the fact that when surveyed, individuals 
aren’t opposed to increasing taxes to achieve specific benefits. Minister Murray pointed out that Canadians 
supported a higher tax structure in the 1950s and ’60s when much of our current infrastructure was built, so he 
wondered why the current generation should be so different. Mayor Jeff Lehman gave the example of how Barrie 
unanimously passed a 1% infrastructure tax. All accepted that talking about service levels has been shown to create 
a totally different perspective from talking about taxes. 
 
Stephen Beatty described another shift in the mindset of money that comes with understanding the difference 
between funding and financing. Funding is the money that ultimately pays for the project or service. It’s always 
necessary. Financing is a process used to distribute funding cash flow over time.  
 
Similarly, Dr. Goldberg suggested it is important to see the difference between spending, which is any expenditure 
of funding, and investment, which creates a defined return over a period of time. Financing costs can be worked into 
the return calculation for an investment over time, but should not be part of an operating budget.  

2.5 RISK, RESILIENCE AND AGILITY 

Politicians need to see the implications of risk. Risk, the potential to lose something of value, is always evident 
when dealing with investing and infrastructure. David Harper pointed out that risk has two key parameters – impact 
and probability. He questioned why Canada spends far more on mapping earthquake risk, with a one-in-2,400-year 
return period, than on flood maps, with almost annual frequency. Stephen Beatty explained that it is important for 
politicians to see the implications of risk in order to realize the importance of resilience. Tania Caceres shared the 
fact that 70% of Ontario infrastructure is not insured and therefore the risk remains with the public as the funder. 
Michael Snow pointed out that the key is to assign risk transparently and appropriately as part of any investment 
agreement, and not to pretend to remove all risk. Michael Murray described that there was continual pressure after 
the agreement to reallocate risk over the life of a public-private partnership (P3) project. 

Stephen Beatty described resilience as the ability to sustain performance or return to functionality in response to 
changing environmental impacts over time. Tania Caceres explained how the lack of resilience, due to lack of 
infrastructure maintenance or an inability to accommodate climate change impacts, is a deterrent to investment. Dr. 
Blair Feltmate stressed the importance of building infrastructure correctly in the beginning as opposed to having to 
“disaster manage” after the fact.  

Jeff Lehman introduced the idea of agility – the capacity to respond to opportunities and threats. Michael Murray 
said this requires creating the institutional capacity required “to protect the public intent.” 
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2.6 POLITICAL CERTAINTY 

Political risk is making the private sector hesitant to investment in Canadian public sector projects. The 
required rate of return that an investor assigns to each investment in their portfolio is defined by the stability of the 
investment environment. Dr. Goldberg outlined how despite having plenty of money available, the private sector 
perceives urban infrastructure investment in Canada to be a relatively high risk. This is largely due to the political 
risk. Complexity and uncertainty arise when dealing with multiple levels of governments. Even once an agreement 
is reached, certainty that a particular decision is not going to be overturned is a key factor in pricing and financing. 
He said that this unfavourable investment environment should be frightening Canadian governments into creating an 
environment more conducive to investment. This in turn increases the potential for delivering resilient infrastructure.  

Dr. Goldberg explained that policy cycles need to be longer than “in my term of office” in order for infrastructure 
projects to be fully and effectively realized. This risk is increased because the investment time frame for large 
projects is longer than a political term. The panel commented that authority needs to match responsibility (and 
funding) and institutional Boards of Directors need to be selected by experts rather than being politically appointed. 
Andy Broderick stated that the private sector seeks transparency to know that their capital will be protected. Several 
commentators suggested that Canada has too many political practices that do not represent good practice. 

Andy Manahan suggested that political interference hampers good infrastructure decision-making. “The mayor 
doesn’t pick where the sewer lines should go, so why transit?” Partisan positioning creates uncertainty for the 
private sector when trying to advance project investments and plans.  A case in point was Toronto’s public transit – 
political debates over where the transit lines would go, above or below ground, caused years of delays and extra 
costs to the taxpayer. There was agreement that political decisions are needed for policy but then politicians should 
get out of the way. 

2.7 COLLABORATION 

Large investors require large-scale projects. The scale required for a project to be interesting to large investors is 
often much larger than the scale of projects undertaken by municipalities. In order to increase the pool of interested 
investors, Dr. Goldberg suggests that “individual cities can form a consortium to get scale.” Jeff Lehman described 
how merging the utilities of three cities (PowerStream) created much more capacity to innovate and how bundling a 
contract for transit operations with delivering a maintenance facility created the project scale to attract creative 
partners. 
 
Collaborations can overcome the tendency of politicians to think about issues only inside their jurisdictions as 
opposed to their relationship to the greater good. As Doug Olsen suggested, “share the infrastructure and share the 
risk.” Andy Broderick described how Vancity incentivized collaboration between public sector, private sector and 
social enterprises to achieve $100 billion in private sector investment in three million affordable-housing units. Mike 
Murray described how focussing on integration, coordination and alignment for their new LRT line has led to $1 
billion in private sector investment two years before the line is to open.  

2.8 COMMUNICATION 

Communication is the key to gaining support. Jeff Lehman believes that people have to think an investment is 
required, they can’t just feel it, or be scared into it. This requires building public awareness, which is achieved 
through communication. Barrie achieved a 17% increase in waste diversion and 25% increase in organics recovery 
within one year of intense communications and an app tool. He recommended being public about evidence of 
municipal performance, which will inspire, reward and/or punish performance. In his summary, Brock Carlton 
commented that having residents being closely connected to a community is a vital element of being INVE$TABLE. 
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3. ACTION PLAN 
These ideas have been used to frame a program of work to build momentum toward creating more INVE$TABLE 
CITIES. CUI and ReNew Canada will convene collaborations with the private sector, public sector and social 
enterprises to seek funding and support in the following areas leading up to the next Canadian Urban Forum:  

3.1 COMMON VOCABULARY 

A common vocabulary to bridge the public and private sectors. It is important that there is a common 
vocabulary and literacy developed around investing and infrastructure. A change in perception around matters of 
money and spending was clearly defined throughout the conference as being one of the sticking points around 
investment. Having benchmark information available about revenue structures from elsewhere is part of developing 
this literacy. Similarly, to achieve the desired productivity outcomes, infrastructure should incorporate the social and 
environmental components that create the collective support system for how cities function and react to change.  

3.2 INTEGRATED PLANNING 

Resilience planning and climate change requires an integrated approach. If cities are going to meet the needs of 
the 21st century, planning can no longer be performed within silos. To achieve this requires collectively developing a 
vision for the desired future and what infrastructure will be needed to support it. This requires a comprehensive 
integrated planning strategy that recognizes the links among urban form, land use and infrastructure. Much like 
creating a common vocabulary around infrastructure, CUI will work to identify best practices for integrated 
planning and case studies for how capacity for cross-disciplinary collaboration was developed. 

3.3 COLLABORATION CAPACITY 

Create a collaboration capacity to promote political certainty. In his summary remarks, Brock Carlton explained 
that “inspiration, information and connections” are key ingredients to the investable city. The ideas presented at the 
forum indicate that improved collaboration could facilitate increased commitment to longer term investment cycles, 
increase the scale of projects to make them more attractive to investment and tackle politically sensitive topics and 
projects. Achieving this will require building internal capacity and improving the ability of municipalities to 
collaborate with other governments and organizations to create a country that is more conducive to urban 
investment.  

3.4 VALUE LITERACY 

Procuring value requires increased understanding and creativity. Many presenters commented that investable 
cities will make decisions based on facts and focus on achieving value that is clearly defined. This combines well 
with McKinsey & Company’s finding that building the right project is the most critical decision for cutting the cost 
of infrastructure1. There was general acceptance that this is not the current paradigm for too much of Canada’s 
infrastructure spending. Furthermore, innovation is almost designed out by public sector procurement processes. 
There is a need to match procurement processes and complexity to project outcomes and scale. This will require 
convening public and private sector stakeholders in increasing the ability of procurement processes to achieve value.   

 

 

                                                           
1 McKinsey & Company http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/infrastructure/the_infrastructure_conundrum_improving_productivity 
 

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/infrastructure/the_infrastructure_conundrum_improving_productivity
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3.5 GET INVOLVED 

Be part of Canadian Urban Forum 2016 – Nov 3 & 4. Please contact us via email: events@canurb.org if you are 
interested in moving forward as a sponsor, advisor or project partner in advancing the ideas outlined in this 
document towards the Canadian Urban Forum 2016. Progress achieved on common vocabulary, integrating 
planning, collaboration capacity will build the agenda for the Canadian Urban Forum 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT CANADIAN URBAN FORUM 

Canadian Urban Forum is a joint-venture of the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) and ReNew Canada magazine. The 
mandate is to help develop consensus about the key areas of focus needed for creating an urban agenda in Canada 
that leads to successful social, built and environmental infrastructure. 

About CUI As Canada’s applied urban policy institute, the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) works in partnership 
with public and private funders to optimize infrastructure planning, promote good density, enhance regional 
competitiveness and strengthen municipal capacity. We help communities of all sizes across Canada and 
internationally to convert thought leadership into practice. www.canurb.org   

About ReNew ReNew Canada magazine serves the energy, transit, transportation, planning and public works 
community with news and insights on the regulation, design, engineering, financing and construction of 
infrastructure assets in Canada. www.renewcanada.net  
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	Use facts and evidence to guide the way. Dr. Anne Kerr emphasized that to ensure that built projects truly represent an investment requires decisions to be based on facts and business cases. By focusing on facts to determine priorities, decisions based on politics can be minimized. This can also work to help prevent “not in my backyard” impulses from derailing the process. Michael Sutherland suggested the example of GO Transit, which has largely stayed away from political debates and has focused on peak needs of the consumer. 
	Dr. Kerr explained that using international best practice examples were core to developing Hong Kong planning’s integrated planning. Andy Broderick recommended “reverse engineering” global practices to understand how they do or do not apply to the local conditions. 
	Michael Snow outlined why it also important to evaluate failures to avoid repeating them. Dr. Kerr described the biggest barrier to this as the “blame culture” that focuses on defining “who will get blamed if things go wrong” and creates a climate where failures are not acknowledged. Michael Fenn summed it up well by saying “good investment decisions in infrastructure will last generations but bad decisions will haunt us for decades.”
	Changing the mindset of money can improve the ability to fund city building. As illustrated by Dr. Michael Goldberg, in North America taxes are framed as negative, whereas Denmark, which has significantly higher taxes, continually outperforms the United States on key success metrics like unemployment rate and growth. He also pointed out a disconnect between the popular characterization of taxes and the fact that when surveyed, individuals aren’t opposed to increasing taxes to achieve specific benefits. Minister Murray pointed out that Canadians supported a higher tax structure in the 1950s and ’60s when much of our current infrastructure was built, so he wondered why the current generation should be so different. Mayor Jeff Lehman gave the example of how Barrie unanimously passed a 1% infrastructure tax. All accepted that talking about service levels has been shown to create a totally different perspective from talking about taxes.
	Stephen Beatty described another shift in the mindset of money that comes with understanding the difference between funding and financing. Funding is the money that ultimately pays for the project or service. It’s always necessary. Financing is a process used to distribute funding cash flow over time. 
	Similarly, Dr. Goldberg suggested it is important to see the difference between spending, which is any expenditure of funding, and investment, which creates a defined return over a period of time. Financing costs can be worked into the return calculation for an investment over time, but should not be part of an operating budget. 
	2.5 RISK, RESILIENCE AND AGILITY
	Politicians need to see the implications of risk. Risk, the potential to lose something of value, is always evident when dealing with investing and infrastructure. David Harper pointed out that risk has two key parameters – impact and probability. He questioned why Canada spends far more on mapping earthquake risk, with a one-in-2,400-year return period, than on flood maps, with almost annual frequency. Stephen Beatty explained that it is important for politicians to see the implications of risk in order to realize the importance of resilience. Tania Caceres shared the fact that 70% of Ontario infrastructure is not insured and therefore the risk remains with the public as the funder. Michael Snow pointed out that the key is to assign risk transparently and appropriately as part of any investment agreement, and not to pretend to remove all risk. Michael Murray described that there was continual pressure after the agreement to reallocate risk over the life of a public-private partnership (P3) project.
	Stephen Beatty described resilience as the ability to sustain performance or return to functionality in response to changing environmental impacts over time. Tania Caceres explained how the lack of resilience, due to lack of infrastructure maintenance or an inability to accommodate climate change impacts, is a deterrent to investment. Dr. Blair Feltmate stressed the importance of building infrastructure correctly in the beginning as opposed to having to “disaster manage” after the fact. 
	Jeff Lehman introduced the idea of agility – the capacity to respond to opportunities and threats. Michael Murray said this requires creating the institutional capacity required “to protect the public intent.”
	2.6 POLITICAL CERTAINTY
	Political risk is making the private sector hesitant to investment in Canadian public sector projects. The required rate of return that an investor assigns to each investment in their portfolio is defined by the stability of the investment environment. Dr. Goldberg outlined how despite having plenty of money available, the private sector perceives urban infrastructure investment in Canada to be a relatively high risk. This is largely due to the political risk. Complexity and uncertainty arise when dealing with multiple levels of governments. Even once an agreement is reached, certainty that a particular decision is not going to be overturned is a key factor in pricing and financing. He said that this unfavourable investment environment should be frightening Canadian governments into creating an environment more conducive to investment. This in turn increases the potential for delivering resilient infrastructure. 
	Dr. Goldberg explained that policy cycles need to be longer than “in my term of office” in order for infrastructure projects to be fully and effectively realized. This risk is increased because the investment time frame for large projects is longer than a political term. The panel commented that authority needs to match responsibility (and funding) and institutional Boards of Directors need to be selected by experts rather than being politically appointed. Andy Broderick stated that the private sector seeks transparency to know that their capital will be protected. Several commentators suggested that Canada has too many political practices that do not represent good practice.
	Andy Manahan suggested that political interference hampers good infrastructure decision-making. “The mayor doesn’t pick where the sewer lines should go, so why transit?” Partisan positioning creates uncertainty for the private sector when trying to advance project investments and plans.  A case in point was Toronto’s public transit – political debates over where the transit lines would go, above or below ground, caused years of delays and extra costs to the taxpayer. There was agreement that political decisions are needed for policy but then politicians should get out of the way.
	2.7 COLLABORATION
	Large investors require large-scale projects. The scale required for a project to be interesting to large investors is often much larger than the scale of projects undertaken by municipalities. In order to increase the pool of interested investors, Dr. Goldberg suggests that “individual cities can form a consortium to get scale.” Jeff Lehman described how merging the utilities of three cities (PowerStream) created much more capacity to innovate and how bundling a contract for transit operations with delivering a maintenance facility created the project scale to attract creative partners.
	Collaborations can overcome the tendency of politicians to think about issues only inside their jurisdictions as opposed to their relationship to the greater good. As Doug Olsen suggested, “share the infrastructure and share the risk.” Andy Broderick described how Vancity incentivized collaboration between public sector, private sector and social enterprises to achieve $100 billion in private sector investment in three million affordable-housing units. Mike Murray described how focussing on integration, coordination and alignment for their new LRT line has led to $1 billion in private sector investment two years before the line is to open. 
	2.8 COMMUNICATION
	Communication is the key to gaining support. Jeff Lehman believes that people have to think an investment is required, they can’t just feel it, or be scared into it. This requires building public awareness, which is achieved through communication. Barrie achieved a 17% increase in waste diversion and 25% increase in organics recovery within one year of intense communications and an app tool. He recommended being public about evidence of municipal performance, which will inspire, reward and/or punish performance. In his summary, Brock Carlton commented that having residents being closely connected to a community is a vital element of being INVE$TABLE.
	3. action plan
	These ideas have been used to frame a program of work to build momentum toward creating more INVE$TABLE CITIES. CUI and ReNew Canada will convene collaborations with the private sector, public sector and social enterprises to seek funding and support in the following areas leading up to the next Canadian Urban Forum: 
	3.1 COMMON VOCABULARY
	A common vocabulary to bridge the public and private sectors. It is important that there is a common vocabulary and literacy developed around investing and infrastructure. A change in perception around matters of money and spending was clearly defined throughout the conference as being one of the sticking points around investment. Having benchmark information available about revenue structures from elsewhere is part of developing this literacy. Similarly, to achieve the desired productivity outcomes, infrastructure should incorporate the social and environmental components that create the collective support system for how cities function and react to change. 
	3.2 INTEGRATED PLANNING
	Resilience planning and climate change requires an integrated approach. If cities are going to meet the needs of the 21st century, planning can no longer be performed within silos. To achieve this requires collectively developing a vision for the desired future and what infrastructure will be needed to support it. This requires a comprehensive integrated planning strategy that recognizes the links among urban form, land use and infrastructure. Much like creating a common vocabulary around infrastructure, CUI will work to identify best practices for integrated planning and case studies for how capacity for cross-disciplinary collaboration was developed.
	3.3 COLLABORATION CAPACITY
	Create a collaboration capacity to promote political certainty. In his summary remarks, Brock Carlton explained that “inspiration, information and connections” are key ingredients to the investable city. The ideas presented at the forum indicate that improved collaboration could facilitate increased commitment to longer term investment cycles, increase the scale of projects to make them more attractive to investment and tackle politically sensitive topics and projects. Achieving this will require building internal capacity and improving the ability of municipalities to collaborate with other governments and organizations to create a country that is more conducive to urban investment. 
	3.4 VALUE LITERACY
	Procuring value requires increased understanding and creativity. Many presenters commented that investable cities will make decisions based on facts and focus on achieving value that is clearly defined. This combines well with McKinsey & Company’s finding that building the right project is the most critical decision for cutting the cost of infrastructure. There was general acceptance that this is not the current paradigm for too much of Canada’s infrastructure spending. Furthermore, innovation is almost designed out by public sector procurement processes. There is a need to match procurement processes and complexity to project outcomes and scale. This will require convening public and private sector stakeholders in increasing the ability of procurement processes to achieve value.  
	3.5 GET INVOLVED
	Be part of Canadian Urban Forum 2016 – Nov 3 & 4. Please contact us via email: events@canurb.org if you are interested in moving forward as a sponsor, advisor or project partner in advancing the ideas outlined in this document towards the Canadian Urban Forum 2016. Progress achieved on common vocabulary, integrating planning, collaboration capacity will build the agenda for the Canadian Urban Forum 2016.
	ABOUT CANADIAN URBAN FORUM
	Canadian Urban Forum is a joint-venture of the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) and ReNew Canada magazine. The mandate is to help develop consensus about the key areas of focus needed for creating an urban agenda in Canada that leads to successful social, built and environmental infrastructure.
	About CUI As Canada’s applied urban policy institute, the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) works in partnership with public and private funders to optimize infrastructure planning, promote good density, enhance regional competitiveness and strengthen municipal capacity. We help communities of all sizes across Canada and internationally to convert thought leadership into practice. www.canurb.org  
	About ReNew ReNew Canada magazine serves the energy, transit, transportation, planning and public works community with news and insights on the regulation, design, engineering, financing and construction of infrastructure assets in Canada. www.renewcanada.net 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On October 8, 2015, in Toronto, the Canadian Urban Forum convened 125 representatives from the private, public, social enterprise and academic sectors to develop the agenda for achieving INVE$TABLE CITIES. This document summarizes the CORE THEMES that came out of the discussions and will be incorporated into an ACTION PLAN for creating some of the necessary public and private changes in Canada moving forward.

The CORE THEMES that came out of the forum centred on how to create useful, functional and productive infrastructure. The forum identified that creating an optimal investment environment in Canadian cities will require: changing to a high productivity, low carbon society; developing solutions that focus more on the needs of people; adopting a more comprehensive approach to urban infrastructure; getting better at having evidence, not politics, inform investment decisions, infusing certainty into city building processes; and changing how individuals think about money. Making these shifts will require a focus on collaboration and communication within, and between, public, private and social enterprise sectors.

Moving forward, the ACTION PLAN is to work with a broad range of stakeholders in urban issues to create activities towards the desired outcomes in 2016 for governance, infrastructure, investment and urban policy ideas generated by the forum. This will be accomplished by offering opportunities to further share thought leadership by building support for: 

· creating a common vocabulary to bridge the multiple sectors and enterprises involved in creating the Investable City paradigm;

· integrating planning approaches;

· developing collaboration capacity; and 

· building value literacy into procurement processes. 

We welcome your feedback and engagement as we build the discussion points and agenda for the Canadian Urban Forum in 2016.

Peter Halsall						Todd Latham
Executive Director, Canadian Urban Institute		Founder, ReNew Canada magazine
T. 416-365-0816 ext. 233					T. 416-444-5842 ext. 111



CANADIAN URBAN FORUM 2015 DISCUSSION LEADERS

Stephen Beatty, Partner, Advisory Services KPMG Canada, Head Global Infrastructure (Americas) / Andy Broderick, VP Community Investment, Vancity / Tania Caceres, Principal, RiskNexus / Brock Carlton, CEO, Federation of Canadian Municipalities / Hon. Mayor Fred Eisenberger, City of Hamilton / Dr. Blair Feltmate, Head, Intact Centre on Climate Adaptation, Faculty of Environment, University of Waterloo / Michael Fenn, Sr. Advisor, Strategy Corp. /  John Filipetti, VP Development, Oxford Properties Group / Dr. Michael Goldberg, Director, CPP Investment Board / Dave Harper, Managing Partner, Kilmer Brownfield Equity Fund LP / Robert Howald, Exec. VP, Real Estate, Canada Lands Company / Dr. Anne F. Kerr, Global Head, Urbanisation, Mott MacDonald Group / Hon. Mayor Jeff Lehman, City of Barrie / Andy Manahan, Exec. Director, Residential & Civil Construction Alliance of Ontario / Michael McSweeny, President, Cement Association of Canada / Hon. Glen Murray, MPP, Ontario’s Minister of the Environment & Climate Change / Michael Murray, CEO, Region of Waterloo / Dr. Mike Moffat, Ivey School of Business, Network for Business Sustainability / Doug Olson, CEO O2 + Planning Design and CUI Directors / Michael Snow, Infrastructure & P3 Leader, Golder Associates Ltd. / Michael Sutherland, Director, Economic Analysis & Investment Strategy, Metrolinx / John Stackhouse, SVP President’s Office, Royal Bank of Canada | | Kathleen Llewellyn-Thomas, Vice-Chair, CUI Directors

CORE THEMES

Investing in Productivity

Cities need to focus on supporting high productivity and low carbon. Minister of Environment and Climate Change Glen Murray opened the forum with a call to action for increasing Canada’s productivity in natural capital, carbon and technology. We should take inspiration from what is being achieved in these areas by leading countries like Germany. Cities are going to drive this change to a high productivity, low carbon society. It will require a shift in thinking from lowest initial cost to highest life cycle value. Michael Sutherland pointed out that despite a small population and huge geography, Canada’s past generations built two transcontinental railways, Hydro-Québec and Ontario Hydro. He stated that the nation’s significant intellectual, financial and technical capacity is not being applied to deliver on these nation-building ideas. He believes changing this will require giving the market the space to generate productivity. 

Put People First

Let the people drive priorities. Working out of Hong Kong, Dr. Anne Kerr explained that listening to people and focusing on their real needs without being paralyzed by public opinion is the key to long-term, visionary planning. She described how this approach and the “power of partnerships” led to the investments required for Hong Kong’s new airport and the transit system, which used funding from real estate value creation. Michael Fenn echoed this sentiment, suggesting it’s important to “ask the public what is needed and which priorities are paramount.” Although it seems that this should be common practice, speakers indicated that citizens are rarely effectively engaged in the decision-making process. Dr. Mike Moffat found that individuals and businesses were surprised and appreciative when he asked for their input to his work on addressing the bottlenecks to urban growth in midsized cities. No one had effectively consulted them before. Similarly, Robert Howald described how Canada Lands Corporation is consulting and working with First Nations to redevelop sites as joint venture partners. 

Infrastructure as a Comprehensive Concept

The definition of what constitutes infrastructure is transforming. While traditionally infrastructure includes physical construction like buildings, roads, railways and utilities, cities increasingly recognize that natural systems and social constructs are core infrastructure for successful cities. Incorporating this more comprehensive concept for infrastructure will require significant change. In Hamilton, Mayor Eisenberger explained how “art is the new steel,” as Hamilton has embraced the creative economy to fill the void left by the steel industry downturn. 

Andy Manahan commented that integrating all aspects of infrastructure into a project is how to achieve the full value. He gave the TTC’s Spadina Line extension as a lesson in lost opportunity, with architectural standalone stations creating no density uplift. The opportunity to learn from Hong Kong was not taken, and he expects the stations to require retrofitting early in their lifespan. John Filipetti described how a comprehensive policy framework would have avoided development of the north Yonge corridor in Toronto leapfrogging large transit investment. 

Decisions Based on Facts

Use facts and evidence to guide the way. Dr. Anne Kerr emphasized that to ensure that built projects truly represent an investment requires decisions to be based on facts and business cases. By focusing on facts to determine priorities, decisions based on politics can be minimized. This can also work to help prevent “not in my backyard” impulses from derailing the process. Michael Sutherland suggested the example of GO Transit, which has largely stayed away from political debates and has focused on peak needs of the consumer. 

Dr. Kerr explained that using international best practice examples were core to developing Hong Kong planning’s integrated planning. Andy Broderick recommended “reverse engineering” global practices to understand how they do or do not apply to the local conditions. 

Michael Snow outlined why it also important to evaluate failures to avoid repeating them. Dr. Kerr described the biggest barrier to this as the “blame culture” that focuses on defining “who will get blamed if things go wrong” and creates a climate where failures are not acknowledged. Michael Fenn summed it up well by saying “good investment decisions in infrastructure will last generations but bad decisions will haunt us for decades.”

Changing the mindset of money can improve the ability to fund city building. As illustrated by Dr. Michael Goldberg, in North America taxes are framed as negative, whereas Denmark, which has significantly higher taxes, continually outperforms the United States on key success metrics like unemployment rate and growth. He also pointed out a disconnect between the popular characterization of taxes and the fact that when surveyed, individuals aren’t opposed to increasing taxes to achieve specific benefits. Minister Murray pointed out that Canadians supported a higher tax structure in the 1950s and ’60s when much of our current infrastructure was built, so he wondered why the current generation should be so different. Mayor Jeff Lehman gave the example of how Barrie unanimously passed a 1% infrastructure tax. All accepted that talking about service levels has been shown to create a totally different perspective from talking about taxes.



Stephen Beatty described another shift in the mindset of money that comes with understanding the difference between funding and financing. Funding is the money that ultimately pays for the project or service. It’s always necessary. Financing is a process used to distribute funding cash flow over time. 



Similarly, Dr. Goldberg suggested it is important to see the difference between spending, which is any expenditure of funding, and investment, which creates a defined return over a period of time. Financing costs can be worked into the return calculation for an investment over time, but should not be part of an operating budget. 

Risk, Resilience and Agility

Politicians need to see the implications of risk. Risk, the potential to lose something of value, is always evident when dealing with investing and infrastructure. David Harper pointed out that risk has two key parameters – impact and probability. He questioned why Canada spends far more on mapping earthquake risk, with a one-in-2,400-year return period, than on flood maps, with almost annual frequency. Stephen Beatty explained that it is important for politicians to see the implications of risk in order to realize the importance of resilience. Tania Caceres shared the fact that 70% of Ontario infrastructure is not insured and therefore the risk remains with the public as the funder. Michael Snow pointed out that the key is to assign risk transparently and appropriately as part of any investment agreement, and not to pretend to remove all risk. Michael Murray described that there was continual pressure after the agreement to reallocate risk over the life of a public-private partnership (P3) project.

Stephen Beatty described resilience as the ability to sustain performance or return to functionality in response to changing environmental impacts over time. Tania Caceres explained how the lack of resilience, due to lack of infrastructure maintenance or an inability to accommodate climate change impacts, is a deterrent to investment. Dr. Blair Feltmate stressed the importance of building infrastructure correctly in the beginning as opposed to having to “disaster manage” after the fact. 

Jeff Lehman introduced the idea of agility – the capacity to respond to opportunities and threats. Michael Murray said this requires creating the institutional capacity required “to protect the public intent.”







Political Certainty

Political risk is making the private sector hesitant to investment in Canadian public sector projects. The required rate of return that an investor assigns to each investment in their portfolio is defined by the stability of the investment environment. Dr. Goldberg outlined how despite having plenty of money available, the private sector perceives urban infrastructure investment in Canada to be a relatively high risk. This is largely due to the political risk. Complexity and uncertainty arise when dealing with multiple levels of governments. Even once an agreement is reached, certainty that a particular decision is not going to be overturned is a key factor in pricing and financing. He said that this unfavourable investment environment should be frightening Canadian governments into creating an environment more conducive to investment. This in turn increases the potential for delivering resilient infrastructure. 

Dr. Goldberg explained that policy cycles need to be longer than “in my term of office” in order for infrastructure projects to be fully and effectively realized. This risk is increased because the investment time frame for large projects is longer than a political term. The panel commented that authority needs to match responsibility (and funding) and institutional Boards of Directors need to be selected by experts rather than being politically appointed. Andy Broderick stated that the private sector seeks transparency to know that their capital will be protected. Several commentators suggested that Canada has too many political practices that do not represent good practice.

Andy Manahan suggested that political interference hampers good infrastructure decision-making. “The mayor doesn’t pick where the sewer lines should go, so why transit?” Partisan positioning creates uncertainty for the private sector when trying to advance project investments and plans.  A case in point was Toronto’s public transit – political debates over where the transit lines would go, above or below ground, caused years of delays and extra costs to the taxpayer. There was agreement that political decisions are needed for policy but then politicians should get out of the way.

Collaboration

Large investors require large-scale projects. The scale required for a project to be interesting to large investors is often much larger than the scale of projects undertaken by municipalities. In order to increase the pool of interested investors, Dr. Goldberg suggests that “individual cities can form a consortium to get scale.” Jeff Lehman described how merging the utilities of three cities (PowerStream) created much more capacity to innovate and how bundling a contract for transit operations with delivering a maintenance facility created the project scale to attract creative partners.



Collaborations can overcome the tendency of politicians to think about issues only inside their jurisdictions as opposed to their relationship to the greater good. As Doug Olsen suggested, “share the infrastructure and share the risk.” Andy Broderick described how Vancity incentivized collaboration between public sector, private sector and social enterprises to achieve $100 billion in private sector investment in three million affordable-housing units. Mike Murray described how focussing on integration, coordination and alignment for their new LRT line has led to $1 billion in private sector investment two years before the line is to open. 

Communication

Communication is the key to gaining support. Jeff Lehman believes that people have to think an investment is required, they can’t just feel it, or be scared into it. This requires building public awareness, which is achieved through communication. Barrie achieved a 17% increase in waste diversion and 25% increase in organics recovery within one year of intense communications and an app tool. He recommended being public about evidence of municipal performance, which will inspire, reward and/or punish performance. In his summary, Brock Carlton commented that having residents being closely connected to a community is a vital element of being INVE$TABLE.

action plan

These ideas have been used to frame a program of work to build momentum toward creating more INVE$TABLE CITIES. CUI and ReNew Canada will convene collaborations with the private sector, public sector and social enterprises to seek funding and support in the following areas leading up to the next Canadian Urban Forum: 

Common Vocabulary

A common vocabulary to bridge the public and private sectors. It is important that there is a common vocabulary and literacy developed around investing and infrastructure. A change in perception around matters of money and spending was clearly defined throughout the conference as being one of the sticking points around investment. Having benchmark information available about revenue structures from elsewhere is part of developing this literacy. Similarly, to achieve the desired productivity outcomes, infrastructure should incorporate the social and environmental components that create the collective support system for how cities function and react to change. 

Integrated Planning

Resilience planning and climate change requires an integrated approach. If cities are going to meet the needs of the 21st century, planning can no longer be performed within silos. To achieve this requires collectively developing a vision for the desired future and what infrastructure will be needed to support it. This requires a comprehensive integrated planning strategy that recognizes the links among urban form, land use and infrastructure. Much like creating a common vocabulary around infrastructure, CUI will work to identify best practices for integrated planning and case studies for how capacity for cross-disciplinary collaboration was developed.

Collaboration Capacity

Create a collaboration capacity to promote political certainty. In his summary remarks, Brock Carlton explained that “inspiration, information and connections” are key ingredients to the investable city. The ideas presented at the forum indicate that improved collaboration could facilitate increased commitment to longer term investment cycles, increase the scale of projects to make them more attractive to investment and tackle politically sensitive topics and projects. Achieving this will require building internal capacity and improving the ability of municipalities to collaborate with other governments and organizations to create a country that is more conducive to urban investment. 

Value Literacy

Procuring value requires increased understanding and creativity. Many presenters commented that investable cities will make decisions based on facts and focus on achieving value that is clearly defined. This combines well with McKinsey & Company’s finding that building the right project is the most critical decision for cutting the cost of infrastructure[footnoteRef:1]. There was general acceptance that this is not the current paradigm for too much of Canada’s infrastructure spending. Furthermore, innovation is almost designed out by public sector procurement processes. There is a need to match procurement processes and complexity to project outcomes and scale. This will require convening public and private sector stakeholders in increasing the ability of procurement processes to achieve value.   [1:  McKinsey & Company http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/infrastructure/the_infrastructure_conundrum_improving_productivity
] 








Get involved

Be part of Canadian Urban Forum 2016 – Nov 3 & 4. Please contact us via email: events@canurb.org if you are interested in moving forward as a sponsor, advisor or project partner in advancing the ideas outlined in this document towards the Canadian Urban Forum 2016. Progress achieved on common vocabulary, integrating planning, collaboration capacity will build the agenda for the Canadian Urban Forum 2016.



























ABOUT CANADIAN URBAN FORUM

Canadian Urban Forum is a joint-venture of the Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) and ReNew Canada magazine. The mandate is to help develop consensus about the key areas of focus needed for creating an urban agenda in Canada that leads to successful social, built and environmental infrastructure.
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